
VERBS GRAMMAR (III ):
Introduction to the Paradigms

In his Grammar for Gemara and Targum Onkelos,1 Yitzhak Frank presented 30
verb paradigms. We follow his divisions here for the most frequent verbs in the Zohar.

Verbs are classified according to a system in which the Hebrew root lrR [''to
do''] represents the three consonants of the root. This is used to analyze verbs whose
initial [-R ], medial  [-r ] or final [-l ]consonant is weak. Weak verbs can contain one or
more of the following letters in their root: x,r,i,g,e,d,` and initial p ; they can also have a
doubling of the second or third letters of their root [e.g., llr ]. These weak letters may
disappear in various conjugations.2 By contrast, Strong verbs retain all three letters of
the root in all their conjugations. 

I. The Strong verbs 3 :
1- blR   2- xWw  3- car  4- xcd  5- wlq

          II. The Weak verbs :
Peh-Nun/ p''R :
  6- wtp    7- zgp    8- lhp
Ayin-Alef/ `''r :
  9- x`W
Peh-Yod/ i''R :
  10- rci  11- adi 12- sli  13- azi
Peh-Alef/ `''R :
  14- lf`  15- xn`  
Lamed-Yod/ i''l :
  16- iz`  17- irA  18- ilB  19- ifg  20- ipY
Hollow verbs/Medial Vav/ e''r :
  21 - gEp  22- mEw  23- aEY  24- xEr
Irregular verbs :
  25- llr   26- ied

1. Yitzhak Frank, Grammar for Gemara and Targum Onkelos: An Introduction to Aramaic. 2nd ed. (NY:
Feldheim, 2006).

2. This disappearance is called assimilation : the weak consonant is assimilated into the following
consonant. So, for example: the future 1st singular in P'al of wtp is wER ¦̀ ; and the nun is assimilated in
all persons of the perfect and future in Afel (see verb #6 in the Peh-Nun verbs).

3. See our Model Verb Paradigm in the section Verbs Grammar II : Conjugations/Binyanim. 
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